
 
AI DOUBLE DOT

 Transform your Python developers 

into AI innovators with our 

Knowledge Assistance Platform

 



ARE YOU STRUGGLING TO 
IMPLEMENT AI SOLUTIONS ALONE?

 

If so, then let our experts guide you and ACCELERATE the process! >>



DEEPTUNED.AI?
How about working with

Where our mission is to generate powerful knowledge
models that capture domain expertise and provide
problem-solving skills for downstream AI-powered
learning and problem solving use cases.



A sophisticated platform that leverages our knowledge models to 

empower non AI/ML engineers 
to confidently implement AI/ML solutions for their unique challenges.

AI DOUBLE DOT
We bring you...

HOW DO WE DO THAT? >



EXPERT VERIFIED KNOWLEDGE

Here's how...

We have built a
sophisticated platform
that enables:

We feed relevant & verified
knowledge into our platform and
fine-tune our AI assistants to
understand your domain, problem
context & team skill levels to
effectively assist your team. 

LEARN AS YOU BUILD
Our AI agents are
tuned to create contextual micro-
learning opportunities to learn
"whys" and "hows"



What are the usual

PROBLEMS
faced by your tech team?

AI TALENT GAP?

STAYING RELEVANT?

PROJECT RISKS?

BALANCING CORE FOCUS?>>TIME-TO-MARKET DELAYS? 



AI TALENT GAP
Building an in-house AI/ML expertise is costly and time consuming, with scarcely specialised AI experts. 

STAYING RELEVANT
Challenges of keeping up with rapidly evolving AI and choosing familiar solutions over more cutting-edge ones.

PROJECT RISKS
Data challenges and incorrect problem formulations can risk success rates and viability of the solutions.

TIME-TO-MARKET DELAYS
Even simple AI projects without expert guidance can derail impending AI-powered product innovations.

BALANCING CORE FOCUS
Attempting to handle AI innovations internally can divert attention and resources away from the company's
core business objectives



VERIFIED EXPERT
KNOWLEDGE
 

TASK ORIENTED
MICRO LEARNING

IN-PERSON 
EXPERT ACCESS

INTERACTIVE 
AI ASSISTANCE
 

EXPERT-IN-THE-
LOOP SUPPORT

So, how can AI DOUBLE DOT

SOLVE YOUR
PROBLEMS?



VERIFIED EXPERT KNOWLEDGE
Our experts study your use case and curate verified domain knowledge, know-hows and recommended approaches for
your problems

INTERACTIVE AI ASSISTANCE
Our platform delivers the expert-curated knowledge to your team via AI-powered interfaces, assisting them to learn
and implement the solutions

EXPERT-IN-THE-LOOP SUPPORT
Unaddressed scenarios are routed to experts, who besides resolving them update the platform, constantly improving
the assistance quality

TASK ORIENTED MICRO LEARNING
Contextual, laser-sharp learning paths are generated to keep teams abreast with knowledge & skills relevant to the task
at hand

IN-PERSON EXPERT ACCESS
Regular live interactions to ensure your teams efforts or in line with the recommended solutions, enabling expert
interventions if necessary



GOAL-ORIENTED LEARNINGWHAT ARE
WE
BRINGING
FOR YOUR
TEAM?

ACCELERATE AI ADOPTION

FOSTER PROBLEM-SOLVING 
CULTURE

>>
NURTURE IN-HOUSE TALENT

 
AI DOUBLE DOT

 



ACCELERATE AI ADOPTION
Specialized guidance ensures swift and successful implementation of AI, enabling your company to build state-
of-the-art solutions

01
GOAL-ORIENTED LEARNING
Enable contextualized learning while ensuring in-time task accomplishment, addressing productivity and
competency building

02
FOSTER PROBLEM-SOLVING CULTURE
Our carefully crafted AI agents generate assistance that encourages first-principle thinking, instilling a
problem-solving culture within your team

03
NURTURE IN-HOUSE TALENT
Unlock career growth in the field of AI for the in-house professionals, boosting talent attraction and
retention, while gaining a competitive edge

04



TEAM’S PROVEN 
TRACK RECORD
 

COMMITMENT TO
EMPOWER YOUR TEAM

CUTTING-EDGE
 KNOWLEDGE

FIRST-PRINCIPLE
PROBLEM SOLVING

WHY WORK WITH
DEEPTUNED.AI?



TEAM’S PROVEN TRACK RECORD
Extensive experience delivering AI/ML solutions for top companies like Flipkart, Verse (Dailyhunt, Josh),
ensuring industry-grade outcomes.

01
CUTTING-EDGE
KNOWLEDGEStrong theoretical foundations, up-to-date research insights, and expertise across multilingual NLP, Vision,
Knowledge Graphs, and Generative AI.

02
FIRST-PRINCIPLE PROBLEM SOLVING
Our core ability to solve challenges from first principles when demanded, reducing reliance on external models
or APIs, ensuring robust, de-risked solutions.

03
COMMITMENT TO EMPOWER YOUR TEAM
Strong motivation to empowering your in-house team with knowledge, enabling future self-sufficiency for
company's AI roadmap.
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And these are our

PRICING &
ENGAGEMENT
MODELS

POD-BASED TASK PLANNING

PLATFORM-CENTRIC ASSISTANCE

EXPERT INTERACTION CADANCE

TRANSPARENT PRICING

MINIMUM ENGAGEMENT PERIOD>>



POD-BASED TASK PLANNING
AI/ML requirements are organized into pods, with a maximum of 3 dedicated engineers per pod for focused
problem-solving.

01
PLATFORM-CENTRIC ASSISTANCE
All assistance provided through our platform, ensuring recorded knowledge accessible on-demand through AI
interfaces

02
EXPERT INTERACTION CADANCE
Weekly two 30-min slots for direct interaction with our experts, facilitating seamless collaboration, enabling us
to update or improve assistance

03
TRANSPARENT PRICING
Per pod per month fixed fee pricing ensuring predictability in cost04
MINIMUM ENGAGEMENT
PERIODMinimum 6 months commitment05



HERE'S WHAT
WE DO

When you work with us

EXPLORATORY DISCUSSION

DEVISE A PLAN & APPROACH

KNOWLEDGE SETUP

ASSISTED IMPLEMENTATION



EXPLORATORY
DISCUSSIONUnderstand your domain and problems to assess AI/ML applicability and potential solutions, and your in-house
team’s skill sets to implement the solutions

01
DEVISE A PLAN &
APPROACHDevelop a high-level plan, problem statements, and pod breakdowns based on your requirements02
KNOWLEDGE SETUP
Set up the platform with resources, approach descriptions, targeted learning paths, and other knowledge that
the team can interactively consult anytime while implementing the solution

03
ASSISTED IMPLEMENTATION
Monitor progress, update approaches, and provide ongoing tips, techniques, and know-hows during pod tasks
execution
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REVOLUTIONIZE YOUR BUSINESS 
WITH AI DOUBLE DOT TODAY

 

Let us guide the way!

ARE YOU READY?

>>


